
Jurisdictional Knowledge Standard 

 

This standard evaluates an officer’s competence in understanding jurisdictional boundaries and 

familiarity with the city of Fennimore in accordance with department expectations. 

 

Meets Standards: Yes 

 

The officer understands necessity of determining jurisdictional responsibility before initiating 

law enforcement activity or responding to complaints.  The officer is able to determine what 

agency is responsible for providing the requested law enforcement services.  The officer is able 

to refer a complainant to the responsible agency if the department has no authority to act. 

 

The officer is constantly aware of location (street/highway, block and direction of travel) and 

responds to locations and destinations by the most direct route.  Officer effectively utilizes FoRS, 

E911, phone book or other resources to locate call locations with minimal need for dispatch 

assistance.  Officer does not require assistance to locate major streets, intersection and business 

locations.  Officer demonstrates knowledge of routing short cuts as well as tactical response 

considerations including concealment, cover, low visibility approaches etc.  Officer has an 

excellent working knowledge of the city of Fennimore and is familiar with frequently visited 

locations and customers 

 

Meets Standards: No 

 

The officer is unaware of importance of jurisdictional responsibility.  The officer is unable to 

determine what agency is responsible for providing the requested law enforcement services.  The 

officer is unable to refer a complainant to the responsible agency when the department has no 

authority to act. 

 

The officer is not constantly aware of location (street/highway, block and direction of travel) or 

does not respond to locations and destinations by the most direct route.  Officer is unable to 

utilize FoRS, E911, phone book or other resources to locate call locations with minimal need for 

dispatch assistance.  Officer requires assistance to locate major streets, intersection and business 

locations.  Officer does not demonstrate knowledge of routing short cuts or tactical response 

considerations including concealment, cover, low visibility approaches etc.  Officer has a poor 

working knowledge of the city of Fennimore and is unfamiliar with frequently visited locations 

and customers 

 


